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My lawyer made me do it. :)  

DISCLAIMER AND TERMS OF USE AGREEMENT

The author and publisher of this course and the accompanying materials have used their best efforts in 
preparing this course. The author and publisher make no representation or warranties with respect to the 
accuracy, applicability, fitness, or completeness of the contents of this course. The information contained in 
this course is strictly for educational purposes. Therefore, if you wish to apply ideas contained in this course, 
you are taking full responsibility for your actions.

EVERY EFFORT HAS BEEN MADE TO ACCURATELY REPRESENT THIS PRODUCT AND IT'S 
POTENTIAL.  EVEN THOUGH THIS INDUSTRY IS ONE OF THE FEW WHERE ONE CAN WRITE THEIR 
OWN CHECK IN TERMS OF EARNINGS, THERE IS NO GUARANTEE THAT YOU WILL EARN ANY 
MONEY USING THE TECHNIQUES AND IDEAS IN THESE MATERIALS.  EXAMPLES IN THESE 
MATERIALS ARE NOT TO BE INTERPRETED AS A PROMISE OR GUARANTEE OF EARNINGS. 
EARNING POTENTIAL IS ENTIRELYDEPENDENT ON THE PERSON USING OUR PRODUCT, IDEAS 
AND TECHNIQUES.  WE DO NOT PURPORT THIS AS A “GET RICH SCHEME.”  

ANY CLAIMS MADE OF ACTUAL EARNINGS OR EXAMPLES OF ACTUAL RESULTS CAN BE VERIFIED 
UPON REQUEST.  YOUR LEVEL OF SUCCESS IN ATTAINING THE RESULTS CLAIMED IN OUR 
MATERIALS DEPENDS ON THE TIME YOU DEVOTE TO THE PROGRAM, IDEAS AND TECHNIQUES 
MENTIONED, YOUR FINANCES, KNOWLEDGE AND VARIOUS SKILLS.  SINCE THESE FACTORS 
DIFFER ACCORDING TO INDIVIDUALS, WE CANNOT GUARANTEE YOUR SUCCESS OR INCOME 
LEVEL.  NOR ARE WE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY OF YOUR ACTIONS.  

MATERIALS IN OUR PRODUCT AND OUR WEBSITE MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION THAT INCLUDES 
OR IS BASED UPON FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS WITHIN THE MEANING OF THE 
SECURITIES LITIGATION REFORM ACT OF 1995.  FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS GIVE OUR 
EXPECTATIONS OR FORECASTS OF FUTURE EVENTS.  YOU CAN IDENTIFY THESE STATEMENTS 
BY THE FACT THAT THEY DO NOT RELATE STRICTLY TO HISTORICAL OR CURRENT FACTS.  THEY 
USE WORDS SUCH AS “ANTICIPATE,” “ESTIMATE,” “EXPECT,” “PROJECT,” “INTEND,” “PLAN,” 
“BELIEVE,” AND OTHER WORDS AND TERMS OF SIMILAR MEANING IN CONNECTION WITH A 
DESCRIPTION OF POTENTIAL EARNINGS OR FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE. 

 ANY AND ALL FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS HERE OR ON ANY OF OUR SALES MATERIAL 
ARE INTENDED TO EXPRESS OUR OPINION OF EARNINGS POTENTIAL.  MANY FACTORS WILL BE 
IMPORTANT IN DETERMINING YOUR ACTUAL RESULTS AND NO GUARANTEES ARE MADE THAT 
YOU WILL ACHIEVE RESULTS SIMILAR TO OURS OR ANYBODY ELSES, IN FACT NO GUARANTEES 
ARE MADE THAT YOU WILL ACHIEVE ANY RESULTS FROM OUR IDEAS AND TECHNIQUES IN OUR 
MATERIAL.

The author and publisher disclaim any warranties (express or implied), merchantability, or fitness for any 
particular purpose. The author and publisher shall in no event be held liable to any party for any direct, 
indirect, punitive, special, incidental or other consequential damages arising directly or indirectly from any 
use of this material, which is provided “as is”, and without warranties.

As always, the advice of a competent legal, tax, accounting or other professional should be sought. 

The author and publisher do not warrant the performance, effectiveness or applicability of any sites listed or 
linked to in this course. 

All links are for information purposes only and are not warranted for content, accuracy or any other implied 
or explicit purpose.

This course is © copyrighted by Liz Tomey / TomeyMarketing.com. No part of this may be copied, or 
changed in any format, sold, or used in any way other than what is outlined within this course under any 
circumstances.
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About the author… 

Liz Tomey 

Liz Tomey got her start in the marketing world at the age of 19 by starting 
her own direct mail/mail order business.  Liz created several product and 
services to help others in the direct mail/mail order business build their 
businesses quickly and easily. She’s successfully run this business since 
1998.

In late 2004 Liz took the Internet marketing arena by storm by creating products and services 
especially for Internet marketers. These proven to work products are what have allowed Liz to 
become the well-known and liked Internet marketer that she is today.

The IM Truth newsletter is also published by Liz where she focuses more on teaching no BS 
marketing techniques rather than pushing the "product of the day". This newsletter allows her to 
help Internet marketers push their business to new levels. 

Liz is also the owner and sole creator of some of the hottest sites in Internet marketing. 

TomeyMarketing.com - This is Liz's main site. You can see exactly what she's about and any and 
all products and services she has created along with incredible free learning tools including video 
tutorials and many helpful articles. 

MyOriginalEProducts.com - Limited resale rights offered each and every month. Don't compete 
with Tom, Dick, Harry, and the 10,000 other people who own the same old resale rights products. 
Make money by being one of the few to promote high quality resale rights products! 

UndergroundMarketingStrategy.com - Now you can get several marketing strategies that will 
show you how to make money online. This site is devoted to teaching you proven ways to make 
money online, so that you can create multiple streams of income. 

Easy Ebook Profit System - Learn the secret strategy that will teach you how to make at least 
$718.95 from each and every ebook you create! 

WebsiteTrafficTraining.com - Getting traffic is the hardest part of doing anything online. Because 
of this, I have created a site that will show you several tactics driving traffic to your site quickly 
and easily! 

MarketingForREALPeople.com - This is one of the biggest and best memberships online that 
gives video tutorials that show you how to start making money. You'll also get free coaching 
programs, video tutorials, access to interviews with top experts in Internet marketing and so much 
more. 

TrainYourAffiliates.com - Creating a full time income with affiliate marketing is a wonderful way to 
make money. No products to create and no customer service. TrainYourAffiliates.com is 
dedicated to teaching you how to become a high earning affiliate. 
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TheEasyHomeBusinessSystem.com - If you're totally new to making money online this site will 
give you a free 300 page guide that will show you everything you need to know. All the way from 
site building and product creation to all the marketing tactics you need to know. It's totally free 
too... 

IMVideoLearningCenter.com - This site was created to teach you how to do all the necessary 
things you need to do to create a business online. So many people can't learn just from ebooks, 
so everything here is taught via easy to use video tutorials. This is great for hands on learners! 

ReadyToGoEbookBiz.com - Have you ever wanted you very own product to sell, but have no 
idea where to start? Then this site is for you. We'll give you a product, setup your site to take 
payments, and even show you how to promote your product to start earning an income online 
quickly and easily.

Liz lives in Gates, TN with her husband and 5 (yes, F-I-V-E) kids. She runs her business along 
with her husband full time from her home.
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Welcome to The Newbie’s Easy Income Plan

One of the hardest things to come to grips with when you start out on your 
Internet marketing career is that money is quite easy to come by if you put your 
mind to it.

As workers in the 3-D world, most of us have been told from an early age that we 
must work for our money and that hard work equates to financial reward. 
Rubbish! Complete and utter rubbish.

How long would it take you to raise a thousand dollars now? I've mentioned in 
previous ebooks how I've seen grown men in tears because they needed a little 
extra cash and couldn't conceive how they would get it. To them an extra 
thousand dollars might as well be an extra ten million!

So would you have to work overtime for a month of two? Would you have to max 
out your credit card or go humbly begging to the bank?

Listen - a thousand dollars in small change compared to the money you could 
make from Internet Marketing and Joint Ventures. I'm going to show you how you 
can bring in over a thousand dollars time after time in around 2 days - maybe 2 
weeks if you're starting from absolute scratch and need a little preparation work.

Please let me explain… and then it will all become crystal clear to you.

A little while ago I sent an email to an Ebay seller. It was a very informal email. It 
started with the word 'Hiya' and I offered him a joint venture because I have a 
large list.

(I'll be giving you the exact wording of that email later on in this course.)

No, my email to the seller was not very professional I agree, but it was exactly 
what was required, because the following 48 hours resulted in me banking 
$3,500 (well it actually went into my Paypal account then my bank account a few 
days later). Unfortunately only half this money was mine, but still not bad for two 
days work.

The Ebay seller was someone I'd never contacted before. A total stranger except 
for the fact that I knew of him because I'd spent some time browsing the listings.

Still I had no doubt that he would reply, even if it was a polite 'no'.   And, in reality 
there was little chance of a 'no' really - would you say no to an email that 
suggested you could make a nice lump sum in two days from your own product? 
At the very least you'd probably want to hear more.
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(Don't worry this will all make sense very soon.)

So my new Ebay seller friend replied and we quickly sorted out a 50-50 split on a 
deal and I spent an hour or so writing another email. I also set a few other things 
up - a web site, Paypal button and a download page  - took another couple of 
hours.

(I promise, I'll give you the wording for the second email too.)

Now I wrote the second email out to a list of people I had recently amassed from 
Ebay. I clicked the 'send' button then went  to the kitchen. I poured myself a chilly 
glass of wine then came back down to my PC and opened my email software so I 
could watch the emails that I was now expecting to come in, in real-time.

Twenty minutes passed and I got a little worried - from past experience there was 
usually only ten minutes or so before I saw a result. I wandered away from the 
computer to feed the cats. It took about 5 minutes. When I got back to my 
desktop I had a really nice surprise.

The first 25 emails were from people who were actually sitting at their computers 
when my email arrived. Most people weren't at their computers when my emails 
arrived. Those people checked their inboxes over the next day or so. 

Over the next 48 hours the payment emails didn't stop.

In total, when two days were up, I checked my Paypal account and found I had 
made just over $5,530. After deducting Paypal fees I sent half of this to my Ebay 
seller friend who was incredibly happy to receive it (who wouldn't be?) and took a 
couple of days off to go shopping.

And that's it.

What is "IT" you may be asking me right about now? 

I'm going to show you right inside this course, just how easily you can make a lot 
of money by undertaking JV's (Joint Ventures) with Ebay sellers.  And as you 
read earlier in this course, you don't have to know them personally at all.

You won't need to have a product - just a list of people to email to offer the 
product to. Or if you do have a product, you can find a good seller to sell it for 
you.  If you don’t have a list yet, don’t sweat that either, I’ll teach you how to do 
that too.

Why should the folks on your list buy it? Because it'll be a quality product (you 
will have sourced it from Ebay) and you'll be offering it at a vastly discounted 
price that they cannot get anywhere else.
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If you've ever seen Sara Brown's best selling Ebook 'Ebay Auction Income 
Streams' advertised, you'll know that it sells from her website and on Ebay for 
about $49. You just can't get it at a lower price anywhere.

Now imagine if you really wanted her book and you received an email from a 
trustworthy e-Bayer you had bought from before who offered you Sara Brown's 
best selling ebook for just $25 you'd jump at the chance (hopefully!) and that's 
how this system works. And boy does it work well!

This ebook is going to tell you how to set up your own eBay JV (Joint Venture) 
with another person. Don't worry there's no need for telephone calls (unless you 
want to) it's all done by email. It's just a matter of identifying someone with a list 
of people to sell to, if you're a product holder, or someone with a great product to 
sell, if you're a list holder.

Then you just send them a simple email.

I was extremely nervous when I first approached a well-known marketer to ask if 
he'd like to undertake a JV with me. I was almost positive he'd either laugh at me 
or blast me for wasting his time. 

But ask yourself if you got approached. How would you react? If someone told 
you could make a lot of money from your own product and all you had to do was 
agree to sell it below market price. You could then watch TV until your payment 
of maybe around $5930 arrived.

How would you feel?

I know that I personally would be both flattered and extremely grateful.

Of all the JV's I've undertaken - and they make up a substantial part of my yearly 
income - I've not once been turned down. Never.

And that's not because of my business reputation. I've done JV's under different 
names and through different email addresses when the need has arisen. All this 
is perfectly above board by the way, since it all goes into the same Paypal 
account for taxes, albeit via different email addresses. 

I'll tell you how to do that later, too. It helps you sort separate your JV money 
from any other sales you might have. It's rather like doing a bungee jump. The 
first one is the hardest. Unlike a bungee jump you end up not with wet pants but 
with a few hundred bucks (at the very least) in your pocket.
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At this point, I can almost hear you asking, "Why would anyone want to do a 
JV with ME??" and I'll say that I felt the same way in the beginning, but no 
longer and neither will you, once you’ve done it.

A Joint Venture (henceforth called a JV) is just a business undertaking - a deal 
where you split the takings. It usually (almost always) comes about when two 
people have skills or products that compliment each other.

You probably have more skills than you know but I'm not going to start telling you 
to reach down deep inside your soul to find your inner value when what you 
really want is a quick grand or so in the bank.

So for now we'll concentrate on two important things. Either one of these two 
items is enough for you to make hundreds if not thousands from a JV.

1.   A product you already own or have rights to

2.  A list of people who may want to buy a product.

Now I realize that many people reading this may not yet have their own ebook, or 
software product. BUT, you may well have or be able to get hold of a product to 
which you have master resale rights. If you can do that, then a JV may well work 
for you as a product holder. 

If you also have a list of people who have bought from you or even better, you 
have a mailing list then you're in the best possible position.

I'll show you how to go about a JV from both angles.

I think the best approach to go is firstly to tell you how my latest JV worked.

My Latest eBay JV

Now I've done JV's from both angles - as a person with a product and as a 
person with a list. 

I'm lucky enough to have a product and a list but once I've sold my product to my 
own list it's time to start looking around for other buyers - and this is where I need 
other sellers (usually Ebay sellers). So I can sell to their lists too.

What do the other sellers get out of the deal? Fifty percent. Always.
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I've heard of different splits but I think if you take on a partner you take on a 
partner and egos or tantrums don't come into it. If I tried to demand 75% as a 
Powerseller or Internet Marketer with a reputation I'd soon end up with no JV 
partners at all.

My advice would be to always treat your JV partner as an equal, even if you have 
far more experience than they do. Even if you think your product is the greatest 
most 'in demand widget ever' and your partner only has a list of 50 people. You 
still need to go 50-50 on the deal.

Happy JV partners come back to deal with you time and time again. If you've 
made them feel small or unimportant they won't want to repeat the process ever 
again, even if they've made money from it.

Ok, when I started, I had no product to sell so I had a quick look around Ebay. 

I start by looking at Powersellers who sell their own product. It's no good me 
offering 'David Blaine's Magic Secrets' because most people already own it, and 
those that don't yet, can buy it on Ebay for under $5.

So I need someone who either has control of, or has written their own ebook or 
software. By control of, I mean legal rights to resell the product. If you're the one 
supplying the list don't be afraid of asking for proof that they actually have the 
rights they claim, or you could both get into some real trouble. Anyone who is 
truly legitimate won't be offended at all. It shows your professionalism and 
protects both of you from legal hassles.

Here’s what I do:  I log on to Ebay, and I settle down with a cup of coffee and 
start going through the listings in the categories that interest me.  

[Quick note: I generally prefer to deal in ebooks but you could just as 
easily do a JV with someone who has access to things like DVDs, Sony 
Playstation games, jewelry, books or kitchen appliances. It's entirely up to 
you and what you want to promote.]

I actually found the seller whose product I thought best suited my list within 10 
minutes, but I continued looking and found two more Ebay sellers who had 
suitable products. I didn't contact them, but jotted their details down for future 
reference. They'll make up part of my income for the future.

[Aside Note: Just as I always keep an 'ideas' book, I also keep hold of 
details of what else is selling on Ebay and who is selling it. Unless you've 
got a great memory, trust me, you'll forget. It's surprising when you're 
trying to put a new venture or product together how much your 'ideas' and 
Ebay products book can spur you on to fabulous a money making idea... 
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so do keep a notebook, you'll be glad you spent those extra few minutes 
writing things down.]

The product I found was similar enough to my own products to be of interest to 
my list but different enough so it wasn't it direct competition with my own. I have 
sold totally different products that have worked incredibly well. You'll get a 'feel 
for what your list will go for after a while.

When you're looking for a product it's important that you offer it to your list at a 
significantly lower price than it sells for on Ebay. OR choose a product that can't 
be found anywhere else than directly from you. The latter only really applies if it's 
your product.

The product I'd found for this particular JV sold for $49 on Ebay. I estimated that 
the seller was earning around $400 a week from his product. It was selling quite 
well but not really well enough for him to turn down any extra income.

I sent him an email (the "hiya" one I mentioned earlier) and I've used asterisks for 
protecting his privacy in the sample below.

Hiya ******

I noticed your product *********** on Ebay and wondered if you'd like to 
make some extra money from it.

I have a mailing list of people I'm sure would be interested in your product 
if we could offer it to them at the right price. If all goes to plan it should 
take about two days to get the money into your Paypal account.

Drop me an email if you're at all interested.

Liz

The next day I received an email asking for more details. I offered a 50-50 split 
and we agreed that his product should be offered for $27 to one of my lists. 

Very rarely you'll try to deal with a JV partner who won't be willing to offer his 
product at a lower price. All that that (rare) individual can see is his lost profit. In 
reality he's actually going to be gaining profit because he's getting paid for sales 
he otherwise wouldn't be making.  Too bad the rare one couldn’t see that…

If he still refuses to drop the price, then just forget the JV. You must offer great 
deals to your list or they won't stick with you for very long, so just move on to the 
next person.
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Ok, so now I have secured my new JV partner, who has the product, which he'd 
agreed to sell at half the price, and I own the list of potential buyers.

The list in question was one I'd populated by offering a free ebook. All they had to 
do to obtain was to agree to receive very occasional offers from me then enter 
their email address. In short it was an opt-in list. The names on the list had all 
opted to be contacted by me for at least one future offer. They could unsubscribe 
at any time. I'll show you how to set up a page like this a bit later.

I had used Ebay as part of the publicity for my free ebook and I got about 
600 names in about two or three weeks. It sounds a lot, but when I tell you that 
some of the big boys in Internet marketing won't send out an offer to a list with 
less than 10,000 names it really puts it into perspective. Although with a list of 
that magnitude in size they're allowing for a poor sales rate. I've successfully 
mailed a list of just 100 people in the past; so don't worry about list size too 
much.

I think that if you offer a genuinely great offer at a price that can't be found 
anywhere else then you're looking at a 1 in 3 or even better sales rate. The 
'experts' will disagree with me but the proof is in the pudding and though it's not 
the 'norm', I've actually had sales rates of 70% and above!

The JV in this example fits the above criteria so I think we're onto a winner. I tell 
this to my new JV partner to reassure him about selling his product for less than 
he normally would.

Incidentally if you're wondering why he agreed to sell his $50 product for half 
price then the answer is simply this. Firstly it's an e-product so it costs him 
nothing to send out or copy. Secondly he's not losing half his profit - he's getting 
50% of $25 for each sale that he wouldn't have had if he hadn't agreed to the JV 
with me. Thirdly I told him he'd probably make almost four grand in a matter of 
days.

(The split was 50% each after any Paypal fees had been taken out). So for each 
sale I would get roughly $12 and my JV partner would get roughly $12. The rest 
goes on Paypal fees. 

So what happens is once the JV is over, I total up the profits, deduct any fees 
that are left and send him half. Most fees are deducted before the money hits my 
Paypal account but there are always the currency conversions plus any 
suspicious credit card transactions to be deducted.

[Aside Note:  If you're the one providing the list to the JV, then YOU must 
be the one to email to it. There are two reasons for this. If you just hand 
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your list over to your JV partner to email, he is in effect 'spamming your 
list' - they don't have any relationship with him whereas they do with you. 

The other reason is that you would be handing over to him all your hard-
earned email addresses, and he could use them himself. Remember 'the 
gold is in the list' and you could move on to a new JV partner, a new 
product and another few hundred or few thousand dollars or so the day 
after! Look after your list - guard it like Fort Knox!]

The email I sent out to my list read as follows:

Hello,

I'm emailing you because you kindly opted-in to one of my mailing lists 
asking to receive details of any special offers I might have.

I am currently working with ********, producer of ********. This amazing 
product sells for $50 on Ebay but I am able to offer it to you for just $24.99 
for a short while.

If this offer is of interest to you, you can find out more details at 
www.*********.com 

If you would like to unsubscribe from this list, just click on the link below.

Thanks.

Liz

The website mentioned in my emailing is one I've specially set up from where my 
list can buy the product at $24.99. I put on a Paypal button that I'll remove when 
the offer is over, and I'll also shut down the site.

I could just as easily directed them to my JV partner's own website where he 
could have changed the price from $50 to $24.99, but then he would have lost 
any $50 sales that would have come from his own marketing so he preferred to 
have me do it on my site.

So now we've come full circle to the point where this course started. :)
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I pressed 'send' and went to get some supper for the kids. Over the next two 
days we sold just over 200 copies of his product, bringing us a profit of a little 
over $2500.

Once sales had tailed off, I proceeded exactly as I mentioned above. I shut down 
the site and sent him half of the money. I also sent him a screenshot of my 
Paypal account showing the number of sales that had come in along with a 
record of the stats from a counter I'd put on the page. 

I didn't have to do all of that because in the first place, the whole thing has to be 
a trustworthy venture or it will not work, but I simply prefer to undertake my JV's 
in this way. You'll understand the value of doing it this way, especially if you're 
the person receiving the lump sum after the JV.  It simply makes sense and it 
also gives you both a verifiable sales record.

So that's it - around $1200 apiece for two days work. I didn't sell a single product, 
and I have a happy JV partner who will now be delighted to work with me again.

There are easier ways to do a JV than setting up websites though. 

Here's an overview. I don't like flowcharts but this one helps me a lot when I'm 
putting together my own JV mailings… but it’s so ‘tall’ that it took up an entire 
page so just scroll down so you can see & study it.
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How to undertake a successful JV with little or no 
experience

First of all you need to decide which side of the JV you are on. Are you the 
person who will provide the product or the list?

1.  Providing the product

Quickly recapping - if you have your own product (that you created or own sole 
rights to) or you have resell rights to a product that isn't readily available 
elsewhere (if it is it won't sell) then you can look at a JV from the point of view of 
the product provider.

Browse Ebay and look for a seller. A Powerseller will probably have a very good 
mailing list and be open to undertaking JV's. Anyone who sells quite a few items 
per day or week is also a good bet. If you're not sure, ask.

You will probably come across quite a few Ebay sellers who don't know what 
you're talking about when you mention 'Joint Ventures'. Ebay has more than it's 
fair share of people who sell from home and got lucky, but never look any further 
than Ebay. 

The notion of a JV to these people may seem odd. My advice would be to point 
them towards this ebook (sales for me!) or spend time explaining in more details 
what they'll get out of it. Don't focus too much on the actual JV, just on the fact 
that they could be £1000 richer by Monday morning.

When you're looking for a seller, also bear in mind that a similar product to the 
one you're selling would probably be a good idea as long as it's not directly 
competing. Check his feedback rating too - it's a reflection of how he runs his 
business.

[Aside Note:  I'm often asked when is the best time to send an email to 
your list. For along time I thought that early Saturday evening was the best 
time, and wouldn't fluctuate from that time. The thinking behind it was that 
people have more time to read emails than on a weekday. The last JV I 
did went out on a Wednesday and the results were just as good. My 
opinion now is just to send the email out when it's convenient for you.]

When you've found a seller you like the look of (as far as you can tell from his 
Auction and About Me pages) you need to make the initial approach.
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All it takes is a simple email.  If you aren’t comfortable with “Hiya” then you can 
use whatever greeting you like best, such as “Hi” or “Hello” or even “Dear Name”.

Hello, Their Name

As a reputable Ebay seller I wondered if you'd like to join me in a venture 
that should bring you a nice lump sum in about 2 days. I'm about to launch 
a product and wondered if you'd like to offer it to your list on a 50-50 
basis?

If you're interested drop me an email and we'll go through the details.

Thanks

Your Name

It's best not to try to sell the whole project in a first email. If they're 
interested - and they usually are - they'll get back to you and you can send a 
follow up email about price and the logistics of the venture.

You will obviously need a Paypal account but these are easily set up. If you use 
Ebay you probably have one already.  Both are free to obtain if you don’t though. 
Visit http://paypal.com and http://ebay.com if you haven't already set up those 
accounts and get yours set up.

If you are on a tight budget starting out, then the best way to sell your product is 
to set up a temporary website (with a Paypal button on it to get the sales) that 
you can direct your customers to. Geocities is a viable option for this. You can 
use the website to take payments for two days then take it off the net.

Instructions for doing the above can be found at http://www.geocities.com (you'll 
have to sign up for a free Yahoo account first) and on the paypal site (go to 
Merchant Tools on the top menu then the website buttons tutorial) both are free. 
You can get a full tour of Yahoo! Geocities on this page: 
http://geocities.yahoo.com/ps/learn2/HowItWorks4_Free.html

Once this is set up you can draft an email to your customers (like the one 
mentioned earlier) directing them to the website. Your JV partner then sends the 
email that you composed for him out to his list (as though it came from him), and 
you then both wait for payments to start coming in. 
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You must mutually agree before the venture starts who sets up the website 
and delivers the product, and who sends the emails. The person who owns 
the list must be the one to send out the emails. This is because of spam issues 
mentioned earlier. Otherwise he would have to send his list to his partner, and 
that could lead to list theft.

It's not until you've actually undertaken a JV that you'll realize how incredibly 
powerful and lucrative these deals are. I can think of no better way to bring in a 
nice cash boost in a very short amount of time. 

Now there has to be an amount of trust in these ventures. There's no getting 
around the fact that one of you has to take the payments. There might be an 
easier way of splitting each Payment 50-50 as it comes in - probably using 
Clickbank (http://www.clickbank.com) or some other payment service. Currently 
Paypal does not allow 2-tier affiliate payments of any kind.

In any case this will always at minimum, cost the vendor site's standard fees and 
the whole point about JV's in my view is that they're easy to set up and can be 
over and done with in a couple of days, with cash in both your bank accounts and 
a smile on your faces!

I will say that I've never had a problem with a JV either when I've been the one 
taking the money or my JV partner has been the one taking the money. Just split 
everything 50-50 at the end of the venture and there'll be no problem. Success 
is based on honesty.

An extra step that I take is taking a screenshot of my Paypal account (I just 
downloaded ScreenPrint32 from http://download.com - it's a great free utility) and 
then I send it to my JV partner as proof of earnings.  It’s also nice to have the 
graphical permanent record, as well.

Earnings from each individual JV you undertake can be easily separated from 
each other by firstly adding a special email address to your Paypal account 
(Paypal main screen » Profile » Account information » Email » Add) then 
accepting payments to this email address only from the Paypal button you use in 
your JVs. 

Once the JV is over you can see all the payments that have been received to that 
specific email address by going to (Paypal’s main screen » History » Payments 
received to » your new email address).  It's not necessary but it's a nice touch. 

I also set up a counter on my website to show how many people have 
accessed the download page. This isn't totally accurate as many people 
download more than once if the download is interrupted or occasionally pass on 
the download link to a friend to get the product without paying. This is rare 
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though and a counter does give a reasonable idea of how much money has been 
taken in.

You can set up a free counter by going to www.statcounter.com and signing up 
for a free account.  They have a very nice system and you can track your visitors 
quite easily this way.  It's invisible to your customers and you can share login 
details to the statcounter website with your JV partner so he can see for himself 
how many download page accesses there have been. That way he'll have a 
rough idea of how much money to expect.

Once the payments have come in, total it all up, deduct any fees then send your 
JV partner half. If you're declaring your income to the tax people then get a 
receipt from your JV partner for the money you send him or her. Otherwise when 
you do your yearly tax accounting and filing, it will look like you alone earned 
$5000 in two days rather than half that amount and you'll have to pay tax on it.

If you don't want to set up a website to sell the product you can ask (in your first 
email) the people on your list to email you for further details of your product if 
they're interested. 

Then you can send them more details of the product and your email address to 
pay you directly by Paypal (they'll use the 'send money' option from their 
account). Once you've received the payment you can email them the ebook as 
an attachment.

I wouldn't recommend this option purely because it's a lot of work, but if you 
really can't get your head around putting together a simple website then at least 
it's giving you another option.

A better option would be to ask your JV partner to do it. Even better put some 
work in and use the geocities tutorial. It's free and once you've learned how it 
works you'll have the skills to put a website together each time you do a JV.  The 
less work your JV partner has to do, the more inclined he or she will be to join 
you in your next venture.

My best advice is to spend the time needed to invest in yourself - and learn 
how to put together a free website.   Most of them even provide you with the tools 
and you need no HTML knowledge whatsoever to compose your very first 
website rather quickly.

Most importantly, look after your JV partner! Make sure that they receive their 
50% promptly and in full. In that way they'll be more than happy to work with you 
again. Remember they've just received a few thousand dollars for what amounts 
to sending an email!
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2.  Providing The List In A JV.

This is probably the most applicable scenario for those of you reading this 
course. You have no list and no product but you want to earn some fast money 
from a JV.

Fine. Here's precisely how to do it.

Go through your email address book and see how many contacts you already 
have that you can send offers to. This will basically be anyone you've already 
sold to on Ebay. This means there is an existing business relationship there.

It might take a couple of weeks to build up a list if you've not already got 
one but as the Internet 'gurus' say 'The gold is in the list' and once you've got it 
built, treat it like a valuable asset (because it is) and it'll provide you with an 
income if you ‘play it well’ and treat them respectfully.

Basically the best and quickest way to build a list is to offer a value for money 
product for free.  There are many other ways, and you can learn more in the
List Building Mentor System.  I will also include a short tutorial (adopted from my 
blog) at the end of this course to help you get started with your list building 
without laying out a dime.

It follows that the better quality that the product or freebie is, the more people will 
subscribe to your list. It's worth buying a good quality ebook or software package 
(that you are allowed to give away and not just sell) to maximise your list. 
Obviously there are a lot of freebies out there. A good idea is to bundle a large, 
good value collection together and give it away to anyone who opts in to your list.

Check the license page first to see if you're allowed to give it away as well as sell 
it. If not you'll get into trouble… and sometimes it can be BIG trouble, so don’t 
take the chance.  Take a few minutes and read the terms and conditions of each 
product you want to give away or resell.

Using Ebay to build a list

Ebay rules and regulations can be a little hazy on this subject but I've never had 
any trouble personally. It all comes down to their 'links' policy.

Basically the Ebay 'links' policy has recently changed. You cannot now link to any 
other website other than your home page and then ONLY if it ONLY contains a 
further description of the item you're selling on Ebay.
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So it appears that you cannot link to your web page if it has an option to 
download the ebook you're selling on Ebay for FREE in return for joining a 
mailing list. What a shame because this is the ideal scenario.

But, a lot of people still do this on Ebay with no problem. Obviously this is a 
personal choice that I can't comment on. I will just say that I did this unwittingly 
for quite a while before I realized it was against the rules. Ebay didn't contact me 
and I collected an awful lot of happy subscribers.

Ultimately, you have to choose what is right for yourself… now that I’m aware, I 
choose to follow their rules to the letter.  I find it’s worth it in the end.

However, You CAN link to your eBay ‘About Me’ page, and from there you can 
link to your home page. This is what the regulations say about it:

What links may I have on my ‘About Me’ page?

The About Me policy will allow users to link to your own web store. 
However, you may not directly offer any non-eBay merchandise on the 
About Me page itself.

I've highlighted the parts that interest us.

So the way I read it, from your 'About Me' page you can link to your own web 
page. And on your own webpage you can offer a FREE ebook in return for 
signing up to your mailing list.

You can also link to your About Me page from your Ebay Auction.  This in effect 
means you can link your opt-in page on your website. 

Read that again slowly until you've understood it. It took me a while!

There's another way to do it. 

(I recently found this at the bottom of an ebay auction:)

=========================================================
Terms of Sale:

I feel everyone should have this information for FREE but because eBay does not allow 
to list items for free I have no choice but to list it for 0.99p however if you "ask me 
question about this item" then I am sure I can sort something out for you.

=========================================================
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Now I can't find anything in Ebay rules and regulations that say the above isn't 
allowed.  Obviously this seller is offering this info for free to build his list.

Here's how he does it.

So when someone views his site and likes the look of his info (the ebook 
package he's selling) they click on the 'ask seller a question' button and he sends 
them either the ebook as an attachment or details of which website they can 
download it from.

Of course they must agree to join his opt-in list to get the info but very few people 
have a problem with this. Unless you're emailing them every day (and not even 
then even then if it's a good offer) they're unlikely to complain. 

If you really want to stay on the right side of Ebay you'll have to pay some fees, 
but they'll generally be very small, especially in light of the ‘return’ you get.

I sometimes put together a large package of top-quality info that I've bought 
cheaply or scoured the net for (for free) and then created and sold a small e-
report for $2 on Ebay, which on the inside was giving the information as to where 
my customer could download the larger package from my website.

They buy the e-report and of course it gives them details of where to access my 
web page to download the large package.

As a buyer their email address then goes onto my list.

The other way is just to offer the package from Ebay.

I list the auction as a 'BUY NOW' type with 100 or more 'available'. If I'm offering 
a good package for £1 it's not unusual for 80 or 90 to sell over a ten-day period. If 
you list four or five auctions you're taking a lot of names.

The main thing is to get those email addresses added to your list. You could 
easily take 500 names in 2 weeks. Sounds a lot?  Look in your address book 
now. How many of those could you legitimately add to your list (without 
spamming)?

When you buy a new computer or a new boat or a digital camera don't you get 
emails from those vendors following up the sale with you and offering their latest 
deals? Amazon and eBay do this a lot. Why can't we?

In case you're worried it seems (and again the law IS hazy) that if you have a 
pre-existing business relationship (i.e. they've bought off you in the past or have 
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opted in to your list) then it seems you're NOT spamming. Of course the ultimate 
responsibility lies with you.

Here's where you can see what Microsoft says about the matter - and it's actually 
a very good article - I hope you'll read: The 11th commandment: Thou shall not 
spam when you get a chance.

It seems that if you keep your customers happy and they know who you are 
when you email them, then you're less likely to fall foul of any spamming laws.

The rewards speak for themselves when you log into your paypal account and it's 
just full of new orders... in as little as 30 minutes more often than not.

Selling a package you've bought at $20 for $1 on eBay will get you a lot of 
names. It's well worth the outlay to offer the kind of quality that will have people 
happy to opt into your list

And so will giving away a free ebook package that directs them to go and opt in 
to get still MORE for themselves on your website.

Next, I’m going to tell you how to set up that magical “opt-in” website.  
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How Do I Set Up An Opt-In Website?

Opt-in websites are web sites or single pages that ask the visitor if they would 
like to sign up to a mailing list, usually in return for a free product or offer. 
Because the visitor has to 'opt' to join the list rather than automatically being 
added, the end result is called an opt-in list.

Most people really don't mind being part of a mailing list. Especially if they're 
getting something of real value either for joining, or in the form of ongoing special 
offers after they've joined.

So how do you put together an opt-in page with free offer so you can collect 
email addresses?

Opt-in sites go from the simple and effective to the bells ringing, lights flashing 
ridiculously complex.

This is how I do it. Below is a screenshot for TomeyMarketing.com website 
where I offer a few nice gifts as a bonus for signing up for my newsletter. You'll 
see that at the very top right of the page I have placed my opt-in form for the 
newsletter. (feel free to go sign up if you haven’t already. )  The free gifts are in 
the same column down a bit further.  Placement is your option either at the side, 
middle or at the bottom of the page is a simple opt-in option. 
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That's it. It's very 'plain-vanilla' as they say. Compare it something more complex.

The more complex opt-in website I visited offered me no less than two options to 
add my email address to their mailing list. The main page appeared then an 
additional 'invitation' in the form of a blue pop-up box slid in quietly from the side!

This method may be much more 'glitzy' and professional than my site, and I have 
a great deal of respect for the owner of this site - because he offers a fantastic 
product and his is one of the few mailing lists I subscribe to because of the 
excellent content.

BUT it's not an approach that works for me. I deliberately keep my opt-in page 
simple and with almost a 'home made' feel. I do this (after a lot of market 
research) because people then don't feel like they're signing up to a big mailing 
list!  

One customer said, “I felt like I was emailing a friend to get a book I wanted.”

Both approaches are fine. Mine works for me.

So how do I know that they'll enter the correct email address and not 
someone else's just to get the book?

It's easy - set up an auto responder that sends an email with download 
instructions automatically to the email address they entered. If they enter a false 
email address they don't get the book.

This is similar to the type of contents of the email you'll construct for your visitors 
to receive if they send for one of your offers…

It tells the email address owner that his/her email has been used to try to obtain a 
free [whatever you’re offering goes here]. It gives them an address to report this 
to if it's a false one.  [You can create a special email just for this – I named mine 
report abuse @ your domain dot com] If it's a genuine email it tells the new 
subscriber (now I can add their address to my list) where to download the free 
book [or whatever you’re offering].

I also add a free ad to something I’m promoting on the bottom!  I suggest you do 
the same.

You can get a free autoresponder from 
http://www.getresponse.com/orderfree.html or from doing a Google search for 
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'free autoresponder'.  If you want the paid-for one that I use, I highly recommend 
Aweber as they are really the ‘top autoresponder’ in my books.

With Aweber, I can do unlimited mailings, automatically follow-up emails at 
periods that I allocate, ( further emails result in better sales), can put opt-in list 
forms on my website that are automatically added to my list and I can customize 
my emails so they address the customer by their name.

Again you don't have to have a web page they can download the free book from, 
you could use a free ebook share service, a friend’s freebie that you can earn 
affiliate commissions on with an OTO (One Time Offer) or you could just email 
them the free book as an attachment.

Using free giveaways is the best way of building your list in my opinion, but use 
every chance you get to boost your mailing list with any legal methods you can 
find out about or know of already.

If you put this small advert and link to your opt-in list page on the bottom of every 
valid email you send, it's not classed as spam and you'd be surprised at how 
many people will join your list.

Just to be on the safe side, I also always include a way to opt-out (that way they 
have no complaints of you spamming them down the road) – here’s a screenshot 
of it – notice I add my other site URLS in case they want to click and visit – and 
maybe buy something from me:

A little more on bulk mailing and the best reason why I started using 
autoresponders… is the short story I’m about to reveal.
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The biggest blunder that a close friend of mine made with his first mailing years 
ago still makes me cringe... it could have been you or me. 

Here’s his story in the first person:  

“I wrote my email then put all the email addresses into the 'To' field of the 
email. I didn't realize that meant that every single person I mailed to could 
see the whole of mailing list. (Huge OOPS!) Of course a number of people 
abused this by copying the entire group of names and email addresses 
and re-mailed my list. I got accused of selling names and spamming and it 
took a really long time to sort it all out.”

Naturally, he and I put our heads together and came up with some valuable tips 
if you are using ‘bulk mail’ instead of an autoresponder:

•Put your own email address into the 'To' field. This means that you're not 
giving out anyone else's address and it has the added benefit of actually 
checking that the email is being sent. 

•Put all the other email addresses (i.e. your list) into the 'BCC or Blind 
Carbon Copy' field. This means that the people receiving the email can't see 
who you've sent it to. Simple but powerful lesson!

So that's it. I've introduced you to one of the most lucrative undertakings in the 
whole of Internet Marketing.

If you've never come across this eBay JV Mailing method before, you must try it. 
If you have come across this method before but not tried it – again, you must try 
it.  It will totally change the way you think about making money on the net - I 
guarantee it.

Why? Because undertaking a JV mailing opens the window just on Internet 
Marketing just a tiny crack. But it's enough to show you in breathtaking style just 
how much money is out there to be made.

Doing a little preparation work and pressing a 'send' button can bring in hundreds 
if not thousands of dollars in a matter of hours. 

More importantly it destroys in seconds all the rubbish we've been spoon-fed 
from birth about having to work hard for money. Instead it teaches us we can 
work smart.
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There are people in the Internet Marketing world who don't do anything else. 
They spend a few months preparing a product. Their whole way or working is 
geared up to collecting email addresses and building opt-in lists. So when the 
preparation work is done they launch their product to their list (which might 
contain 200,000 addresses).  But take heart in the fact that they all started with a 
zero list and built it up using various methods I’ve mentioned and a few more I’ll 
share with you a bit later on in this course.

Within 48 hours they have made almost two million dollars. They don't bother 
setting up websites or selling on Ebay, they just quietly start work on their latest 
product and adding more addresses to their lists.

It's all in the numbers. If I could email one million interested people (without 
spamming!) with my latest offer today I would be a multi-millionaire by tomorrow 
morning. By tomorrow morning!

Take a long, hard look at this scenario:

What if your list contained around 3,000 people. And what if you already have 
websites and you sell on Ebay and you don't build your list as well as you could. 
Regardless, you're still making money and building your list, so make it a goal 
this year to improve your techniques... and increase the size of your list… and 
you’ll see why you want to do this in the next few paragraphs!

Just think of it this way. If you could build up your list and sell your product for 
just $27 to 15,000 people (only 5 times the size of your current list - and you 
could actually have a list this size in a matter of months)  - you would make 
almost a half of a million dollars in a couple of days.

If you concentrate solely on mailing list JV's with either good Ebay sellers with a 
good list or good Ebay sellers with a good product you could make a lot of 
money. One JV per month (taking just 2 days) could easily bring you $2,000 a 
month from a small list. 

If you built your list steadily day by day and at the same time worked with more 
and more sellers you could easily bring in $10,000, which would increase every 
month as your list grows. Then there are the foreign Ebay sites. UK/USA JV's are 
extremely lucrative. A product that sells well in the USA might be unheard of in 
the UK. Offer it to your list and watch what happens!

This is THE business I wish I'd tried years ago. Then today, I might be working 
from a beachfront condo on some remote island rather than from (although 
admittedly very nice and I love my home) Gates, Tennessee ‘suburbia’. 
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I can't urge you enough to not just put this course down, all the while, grumbling 
that you could never make that kind of money… because it’s simply not true, you 
can! Just TRY IT - you'll be absolutely amazed at the results.

Just think again about your job. How long would it take you to earn a thousand 
dollars on top of your current salary? 

•   A big bonus? 

•   A lot of overtime? 

•   Or simply putting in some well-invested time, working from home, in just 
around 24 to 72 hours?

Ok, now for that list-building tutorial I promised:

Getting Started With List Building

Any entrepreneur's goal should be SUCCESS!

If you aim for success, you must do everything within your means to achieve that. 
You just don't go on sitting there in your house complaining about not getting as 
much profit as you expect. You have to keep moving. You have to pour in and 
invest enough time, money and effort to have profitable results.

In doing internet business, you must aim just the same. You should maximize all 
of your internet marketing strategies, given the wide market that your business 
will be exposed to. Imagine the whole online community as potential clients!

Now, one of the best marketing tools that you can use in your online business is 
building a list. An opt-in list is the best, most effective and smartest option that 
you can make to make it big. It is one thing to stay in business and it is another 
thing to have a profitable business. So if you will be allowed to choose, make use 
of the building list to ensure that profits will keep coming in.

What is an opt-in list?

The opt-in list basically is just a list or a database of names and email ads of 
people who have visited your website or made a purchase through your website. 
The listing will allow the owner to send updates, emails or promotions to those 
who are subscribed.

It is like an ordinary membership or mailing list in an ordinary shop or club, only 
in this instance, the opt-in list is done online.
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Why should I choose to put out an opt-in list?

Any visitor that will come to your web site is a potential client. That potential 
client means there is a potential sale and that potential sale is a potential profit. 
Now, let's say that you've made a good internet marketing strategy as a result all 
these potential things have been translated to actual client, sale and profit.

The next prudent thing to do is to not let all these productive efforts be wasted. 
The next best thing to do is to get the email addresses and other contact details 
of your clients because your present buyers can still be your clients in the future.

Building a list will definitely work for your benefit (as you’ve seen vividly 
illustrated earlier in this course). This will ensure that you can maintain close 
contact and a good relationship with your clients, especially the frequent visitors. 
This way you will have a regular way to contact people who want to be contacted 
by you.

This will also save you money, time and effort because once you come up with a 
new product or new information, you know exactly who you will send updates to 
because you have a definite market. This is one aspect that you will have to 
maintain to have a steady source of income at the least. Then the rest of your 
efforts will be put into making the number of your regular clients grow.

Some helpful pointers in building your opt-in list:

1.  You should put a subscribe link or subscribe box in your web site. It is 
advisable to put it on all the pages. Then make sure that it is strategically 
positioned, meaning it has to be easily located by the visitors. The upper 
right hand corner of the page would be a good position.

2.  Promote your website and promote it even more to make give it more 
exposure and to get more subscribers.

3.  Come up with contests or give away freebies and goodies that will 
require visitors to give out their email ads to be able to join.

4.  Give out information, articles and updates to your clients with your links 
in it. Make sure that the information will be relevant to the client.

5.  Offer free courses to your visitors. This will also help maintain a good 
relationship with your subscribers.

6.  Use your signature also to make your opt-in list expand. Every time you 
send out messages the link information should be included.
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7.  Do some networking too. Join some forums or discussions and build 
relationships with the people there. This way will also be a good way for 
you to get more contacts and clients.

At the same time you should also know what you should avoid in building an 
opt-in list. There is one thing that you should keep in mind as the ‘Don’ts” of 
building a list.

Don’t ever spam your subscribers.  Not ever! It is ALWAYS best that you get 
permission from your subscribers, or else you might end up with a bad reputation 
or worse, your host may shut down your website completely.

Avoid pop-ups, too. They can sometimes annoy the visitors (I know, my friend 
mentioned earlier in the course uses them, and it’s just my personal preference 
not to). There are also pop-up blockers now. Your effort here might end up futile.

You should also refrain from flooding your subscribers with information. 
You might end up as an annoyance that you might not get a favorable result. 
There may be times that you’ll give relevant information, but your clients may just 
dismiss it.  Balance is the key, not too much, not too little, and as you go along, 
you’ll figure out what’s best for your newsletter’s niche.

The benefits of having many regular subscribers are undeniable. They will 
definitely keep your business going and you will definitely enjoy the profits that 
will come in. Just remember that things don’t end there.

Once you’ve build up on a substantial opt-in list, make sure that you maintain it 
well. Keep in contact with your subscribers. Send them updates. Give out 
special offers and helpful tips. Freebies will be helpful too.

Just follow this simple formula I’ve outlined and you’ll see, things can only get 
better and better and better.  

My advice if you haven’t already begun your list-building process?

Start building your list now. 

It's a powerful weapon in your arsenal against the J.O.B. (Just Over Broke) trap. 
It's easier to work for yourself from home than it is to work at a JOB. 

There are two hard parts to making the leap:

1.   One of my favorite quotes 'Never let yourself get into the position 
where you're too busy earning a living to make any real money' - That's 
exactly what a JOB does to you.
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2.   Proving to yourself that you actually CAN make money from home. 
The first $100 is the hardest, but it proves it can be done. Hopefully this 
course will sort out this second problem for you.  

Taking that brave but crucial first step is ultimately up to you.  I wish you all the 
luck and success in the world… I know you can do it!

To your success!

Liz Tomey 
http://www.marketingforrealpeople.com/
http://www.TomeyMarketing.com

If you need some resource sites for creating your first product to give away on 
eBay, here’s a list of my favorite PLR resources.

And, I'll be honest with you... I'm admittedly a private label junkie. I buy anything I 
can get my hands on that I have private label rights to. :) Since I belong to so 
many of these sites that offer private label content, I thought I'd share my favorite 
ones with you. These are my top picks for getting private label content from:

FREE: PLR Tips
http://tomeymarketing.com/is-crazy-about/plrtips.htm

FREE: Private Rights Profits
http://tomeymarketing.com/is-crazy-about/plrprofits.htm

FREE: Secret Article Source
http://tomeymarketing.com/likes/secretarticlesource.htm

Niche Audio Articles
http://tomeymarketing.com/is-crazy-about/audioarticles.htm

Niche Audio Club
http://www.nicheaudioclub.com/liztomey

Niche Health Articles
http://tomeymarketing.com/niche-health-articles.htm

Niche Health Products
http://tomeymarketing.com/niche-health-products.htm
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Info Go Round
http://tomeymarketing.com/infogoround.htm

PLRights.com
http://tomeymarketing.com/is-crazy-about/plrights.htm

Your Own Articles
http://tomeymarketing.com/your-articles.htm

Ready Made Content
http://tomeymarketing.com/likes/readymadecontent.htm

All Mom Content
http://tomeymarketing.com/is-crazy-about/allmomcontent.htm

Automatic Niche Profits
http://tomeymarketing.com/is-crazy-about/anp.html
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